SITE DISCLAIMER

Please read the following terms and conditions carefully. By viewing the pages in this site, you agree to these terms and conditions. If you do not agree, you should not view this site.

Copyright © 2013

Copyright and Trademark The information, text, logos, images, pictures, video or audio (collectively, the Content) included in and constituting the IFKF website are protected by applicable U.S. and international copyright and trademark laws. When quoting the Content, you must credit the source of this information. You may use IFKF Content for personal or educational purposes without permission as long as its use is credited to IFKF. You may not use the Content for commercial purposes in any way without prior written permission from IFKF.

Copyright law comes from global court decisions and gives exclusive rights to license others in regard to copying the work, performing it in public, broadcasting it, publishing it and making an adaptation of the work. Rights vary according to the nature of the work. Material is protected from the time it is first written, painted or drawn, filmed or taped. Copyright material will also enjoy protection under the laws of all countries who are signatories to the international treaties.

Any information provided on this website - www.ifkf.org - does not constitute medical advice and is intended for information only. The IFKF advises that you should consult a health care professional for specific treatment recommendations.

Inventory of IFKF Member Resources Write to the individual IFKF Organisational Council Member to request permission to reprint any of their material should you wish to do so. The source of information should be displayed in any new material developed using the respective kidney foundation’s information. See individual Council Member websites for their Copyright.

Recommended weblinks on this website are provided for your convenience. Although the quality of the sites has been checked, the International Federation of Kidney Foundations takes no responsibility for their content or reliability. The listing of these sites should not be taken as our endorsement. Broken Links Be aware, other sites may link to our website without our knowledge or permission. We appreciate your advice if a link is not connecting. Contact Program Director: Mr Jan Lantink janlantink@ifkfms.com

Rules of Conduct You are expected to observe all Rules of Conduct in any posting in the IFKF Blog. Your conduct should be guided by common sense, basic etiquette, but especially these Rules of Conduct. Respect the opinions and practices of others. We ask that you do not argue or openly debate with anyone. The use of rude or abusive language, blatantly insensitive remarks, or purposely annoying comments is not acceptable. We encourage free and creative expression, however, as in any environment where people are given this freedom, conflict may arise. If an author uses language or materials that offend the material will be removed. Do not post any content that is unlawful, harmful,
threatening, abusive, harassing, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, libelous, invasive to another's privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable. Treat other people's privacy as you would your own.

It is strictly forbidden to advertise or promote cures, treatments, or products. Do not offer personal health advice to anyone online or suggest treatment options.

If reported for contraventions of the policy above the IFKF reserves the right to remove any posting or ban any IP from the blog for violating any of the above guidelines or for any other behavior deemed inappropriate. Infringements may be reported to:

IFKF Program Director - Mr Jan Lantink - janlantink@ifkfms.com

Endorsements The IFKF does not endorse any specific commercial product mentioned on this website.

Privacy Statement This privacy statement applies to all business activities of the International Federation of Kidney Foundations (IFKF), including its website www.ifkf.org to the extent that they affect or involve the collection, use, disclosure, or handling of personal information. The IFKF understands the importance of the discreet and confidential handling of personal information. It is the IFKF's policy to comply with the requirements of privacy principles in all activities of the IFKF involving the collection, use, disclosure and handling of personal information.

In this Privacy Statement personal information means information about an individual other than publicly available information. The IFKF will collect personal information by lawful and fair means and not in an unreasonably intrusive way. The IFKF may use personal information for a purpose other than the primary purpose for which it was collected (known as a secondary purpose), without explicit consent from the individual, only if there is a reasonable expectation that the information could be used for a secondary purpose. For example, in the event of a supporter making a donation to the IFKF, it could be reasonably expected that a related secondary purpose such as mail of a newsletter could follow. Please contact us with any questions or comments on our privacy statement and practices using the following contact information

International Federation of Kidney Foundations
IFKF Permanent Office and Management Services
Postal address:
PO Box 2020, 1400 DA, Bussum The Netherlands
Ph +31 35 697 8012 * Fx +31 35 697 8008
Jan Lantink - IFKF Program Director
janlantink@ifkfms.com